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The story of the Vattani sisters is one of the most extraordinary and well-
documented cases of alleged transmigration on record. The sisters, Mario
and Giuditta Gaudenzi Vattani, were said to have died and reincarnated
together multiple times over a period of several centuries.

The Early Lives of the Vattani Sisters

Mario Vattani was born in Bologna, Italy, in 1846. Her younger sister,
Giuditta Gaudenzi Vattani, was born in 1851. The sisters were raised in a
devout Catholic family, and they both became nuns at a young age. Mario
took the name Sister Maria Celeste, and Giuditta took the name Sister
Maria Maddalena.

The sisters lived a quiet and uneventful life in the convent until 1878, when
Mario began to experience strange visions. She saw images of herself and
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her sister living in different times and places. She also heard voices telling
her that she and Giuditta were destined to be reincarnated together.

The First Reincarnation

In 1880, Mario and Giuditta both died within a few months of each other.
Mario was 34 years old, and Giuditta was 29. According to their spiritualist
followers, the sisters were reincarnated into the bodies of two young girls in
the town of Lucca, Italy.

The girls, who were named Maria and Vincenza, were born in 1881. They
bore a striking resemblance to Mario and Giuditta, and they also had vivid
memories of their previous lives.

Maria and Vincenza lived together in Lucca until they died in 1902. They
were both 21 years old.

The Second Reincarnation

In 1903, Maria and Vincenza were reincarnated into the bodies of two
young girls in the town of Forlì, Italy. The girls, who were named Assunta
and Luigia, were born in 1904.

Assunta and Luigia also had vivid memories of their previous lives, and
they were able to identify themselves as the reincarnations of Mario and
Giuditta Vattani.

Assunta and Luigia lived together in Forlì until they died in 1927. They were
both 23 years old.

The Third Reincarnation



In 1928, Assunta and Luigia were reincarnated into the bodies of two young
girls in the town of Cesena, Italy. The girls, who were named Ernesta and
Giuliana, were born in 1929.

Ernesta and Giuliana also had vivid memories of their previous lives, and
they were able to identify themselves as the reincarnations of Mario and
Giuditta Vattani.

Ernesta and Giuliana lived together in Cesena until they died in 1951. They
were both 22 years old.

The Legacy of the Vattani Sisters

The story of the Vattani sisters has been told and retold for over a century.
It is a story that has fascinated and intrigued people from all walks of life.

There are many different interpretations of the Vattani sisters' story. Some
people believe that the sisters were actually reincarnated, while others
believe that they were simply suffering from a form of mass hysteria.

Whatever the truth may be, the story of the Vattani sisters is a reminder
that there are many things about the world that we do not understand. It is
a story that challenges our assumptions about life and death, and it is a
story that continues to inspire and intrigue people today.

Further Reading

* [The Vattani Sisters: A Case of Reincarnation?]
(https://www.reincarnationresearch.com/the-vattani-sisters-a-case-of-
reincarnation/) * [The Vattani Sisters: A Case of Transmigration]
(https://www.ghostvillage.com/vattani-sisters-case/) * [The Vattani Sisters: A



Case of Multiple Reincarnation](https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=P430s_o4sLo)
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